Seniors
Peter E. Aftosmes
Palmyra, PA
Economics/BA
Beta Sigma Lambda
Think fast ... think smart ... think ahead ... think big ... or don't think at all.

Susan Aitken
Moorestown, NJ
Economics/BA

Bridget Algeo
Lansdale, PA
HPER

Kelly A. Ames
Cedars, PA
HPER
Live in the present and make it so beautiful that it will be worth remembering. Thanks M & D!

Keith Aleardi
Havertown, PA
Economics/BA
Delta Pi Sigma
Chance favors the prepared man.
G.B.
Thanks Mom and Grandmom, The Lost Boys 404.

Nadine Ammirato
Vineland, NJ
Psychology
Omega Chi
There's no sensation to compare with this...Thanks Mom and Dad for all your support!
There is no fun in having nothing to do; the fun is having lots to do and not doing it.

Barbara Dee Barclay
Clayton NJ
Political Science
Kappa Delta Kappa
Where there are differences in opinions, there can be love. Thanks & Love Mom, Dad & P2Crew.

Dante Sean Ardite
Bellmawr, NJ
Economics/BA
Delta Pi Sigma

Jennifer A. Auker
Wyndmoor, PA
Economics/BA
Kappa Delta Kappa
Success consists of getting up just one more time than you fall! I miss you Dad! Luv U Mom!

Robin Asplundh
Bryn Athyn, PA
HPER

Where there are differences in opinions, there can be love. Thanks & Love Mom, Dad & P2Crew.

Melissa Kay Bartosh
Bangor, PA
Psychology

In dreams and in love there are no impossibilities. Thanks Mom, Dad, and Gram. I love you!
Lillian E. Benedict  
Huntingdon Valley, PA  
Chemistry  
"Learning without thinking is labor lost; thinking without learning is perilous."

Todd M. Blue  
Warminster, PA  
Biology  
Delta Pi Sigma  
No man's knowledge here can go beyond his experience. Thanks Mom and Dad.

Brant Billingsley  
Adelphi, MD  
Communication Arts

Georgene Brown  
Malvern, PA  
Political Science  
Mom Dad Dave Thanks Love You DN Love You  
Best Special Thanks MM LF MB Jm Dh and JG Best MEM.
Stephanie Loveland Brown
Norwell, MA
Psychology
Alpha Chi Sigma
My friends remember AXE Joyousi MTV True-love Sandm Curtisi Let It Be Thank you Mom and Dad.

Kelly L. Byrne
Smithtown, NY
HPER
Kappa Delta Kappa
Oh Happy Day! To get older with age is natural, but I refuse to grow up. Thanks Mom & Dad.

Margaret M. Campbell
Toms River, NJ
Economics/BA
Omega Chi
Sometimes you just have to be blatantly antisocial. Thanks for everything Mom and Dad 423

Kimberly Sue Caldwell
Perkasie, PA
Mathematics
Slight not what’s near through aiming at what’s far. Thanks to my family and friends.

Robert D. Carmignani
Trenton, NJ
Political Science
Alpha Phi Omega
I was going to give up procrastinating but I just kept putting it off. Thanks M and D.
Robert Cola
Malvern, PA
Economics/BA
Beta Sigma Lamda

Julie Ann Corish
Clinton, NJ
English
“The pen is the interpreter of the heart” J.S. Delmedigo; Thanks, Mom, I miss you and Dad.

Richard Creange
Paoli, PA

Colman Edward Cuff
Larchmont, NY
History
Zeta Chi
“I go to school but I never learn what I want to know.” Calvin and Hobbes

Patrick J. Costello
Philadelphia, PA
Applied Mathematics/Economics
Alpha Phi Epsilon

Julie Ann Corish
Clinton, NJ
English
“The pen is the interpreter of the heart” J.S. Delmedigo; Thanks, Mom, I miss you and Dad.

Colman Edward Cuff
Larchmont, NY
History
Zeta Chi
“I go to school but I never learn what I want to know.” Calvin and Hobbes

Sheree Curley
Vineland, NJ
Economics/BA
Omega Chi
The indent, not the deed is in our power; therefore, who dares greatly, does greatly Thx M&D

Julie Ann Corish
Clinton, NJ
English
“The pen is the interpreter of the heart” J.S. Delmedigo; Thanks, Mom, I miss you and Dad.

Colman Edward Cuff
Larchmont, NY
History
Zeta Chi
“I go to school but I never learn what I want to know.” Calvin and Hobbes

Sheree Curley
Vineland, NJ
Economics/BA
Omega Chi
The indent, not the deed is in our power; therefore, who dares greatly, does greatly Thx M&D
Patricia Zita Curry
Freeport, NY
French /IR
Phi Alpha Psi
A la faveur de votre appui, je peut tout construire — Mom and Dad, je vous aime et remercie.

Joseph G. Czechowicz
Philadelphia, PA
Economics/BA
Alpha Phi Epsilon
Go for the "Pro"! I love you Mom, Dad, Family, and Missi. The SHIP Lives!!! TUT Lives!!!

Denise Dalton
Forked River, NJ
Economics/BA
Never give up and never give in. Thanks for believing in me Mom&Dad. Love & Thanks Br ad&P-2Crew

Mary E. D’Ambrogi
Baltimore, MD
Psychology
Tau Sigma Gamma
Thanks M&D, family & friends — I’ve loved these days. Now, I’m on the road to find out. — Cats S.

Matthew Darrin
Williamsport, PA
English
Pi Omega Delta
The only reward of virtue is virtue; the only way to have a friend is to be one. Thanks M&D
Sharon L. DeGirolamo
Wenonah, NJ
Economics/BA

"I am my choices"—Sartre
I love you Mom and Dad
Thanks for all your help

Dawn Andrea Denison
Freehold, NJ
Communication Arts
Phi Alpha Psi

We end only to begin again, but the memories will
last a lifetime. Thanks Mom
and Dad.

Armên Derderian
Broomall, PA
Economics/BA

Lose your dreams and you will lose your mind
Rolling Stones
Thanx Mom Dad
Thanx Maples

Christine M. DeVeny
Bridgeport, CT
English
Alpha Chi Sigma

The universe has many intelligent species: They all
own cats. TX M, D, BM, FS, SM and my friends

Martin Scott Dawson
Voorhees, NJ
Biology
Alpha Chi Sigma

Tomorrows fate cannot yet be surmised; therefore
do not let today pass in vain.
Luv U — DMLGJA

Sandra Dicton
Shavertown, PA
Mathematics
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Craig DiLouie
Hamilton Square, NJ
English and Communication Arts
Alpha Chi Sigma
It is not so important to be serious, as it is to be serious to what is important.

Arthur Dorn
Glassboro, NJ
Economics/BA

David G. Durst
Bethlehem, PA
Economics/BA
Work or be worked—I Love You Mom & Dad. In Him there is light 1J:5 The Ship

Dawn Michelle Eckensberger
Manasquan, NJ
Economics/BA
Tau Sigma Gamma
Doing what you like is freedom—Liking what you do is happiness. I Love You Mom and Dad!

Kerry L. Durgin
Cinnaminson, NJ
English
Alpha Sigma Nu
If you have built castles in the air, your work is not lost. Mother, Dad & Rich—thank you!

Susan Elizabeth Ely
Ambler, PA
Political Science
Kappa Delta Kappa
It’s high time you joined in the dance—D. Fogelberg—Thank you Mom, Dad & Family
Martin Engelhardt
Briarcliff Mnr., NY
Biology
Beta Sigma Lamda

Tammie S. Erb
Roversford, PA
Psychology
Tau Sigma Gamma
Lonesome’s a bad place to get crowded into. Thanks Mom and Dad, for believing in me.

B. Timothy Evans
Lansdale, PA
Mathematics and Economics
“Those who dance are thought mad by those who can’t hear the music.” Thanks BE, LL, RM, PS, CD

Jill Ann Esmond
Marlton, NJ
Economics/BA
Phi Alpha Psi
Thanks for everything Mom and Dad.

Christopher W. Everleth
Linwood, NJ
Computer Science
Genius is the capacity of evading hard work love and thanks to my family.
Judith Marie Facciolini  
Westmont, NJ  
HPER  
Tau Sigma Gamma  
Happiness grows... where the seeds of friendship are sown. Thanks to my family.  
I Love U!

Brian A. Finger  
Pemberton, NJ  
International Relations  
Therefore do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself.  
Matthew 6:34

Trevor H. Feldman  
Grumbly, CT  
Computer Science/Math  
“This is, perhaps, not the end or the beginning of the end, but the end of the beginning.”

James G. Faunce IV  
Doylestown, PA  
Economics/BA  
Winning isn't everything, but wanting to win is. V. Lombardi. Thanks Mom, Dad & friends.

Cynthia Fay Flanagan  
Myerstown, PA  
Biology  
To succeed is to be happy and I've succeeded. Thanks Diana, George, MCF & DGF.  
I love you.

Erika Lyn Fornicola  
Hop Bottom, PA  
HPER  
Phi Alpha Psi  
To love oneself is the beginning of a life-long romance. Thanks all for the best of times.
Paul M. Frassingelli  
East Stroudsburg, PA  
Biology and Computer Science  
Alpha Phi Omega  
A journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step. Lao-Tzu

Laura Jean Freshcorn
Ambler, PA  
Biology  
Walk always toward the sun & all shadows will fall behind you. Thanks Mom & Dad — I love you.

Tycho K. Fredericks
East Windsor, NJ  
Physics  
Sigma Rho Lambda  
Mirrors should reflect a little before throwing back images. Thanks Mom & Dad. I Love You.

Heidi M. Fuller
Marlton, NJ  
Psychology  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
Life is like a merry-go-round. They both have horses. SBNR

Bethany Freed
Telford, PA  
Chemistry  
Tau Sigma Gamma  
I have not much time. I have friends to discover and a great many things to understand.

Stephen Conrad Gall
Lansdale, PA  
History  
Alpha Chi Sigma  
Fortune is the arbiter of half our actions, but she leaves control of the other half to us.
Trying to be fascinating is an asinine position to be in. K.H. Thanks Mom & Dad. I love you.

The supreme happiness of life is the conviction that we are loved this is for you Dad.

Take life one day at a time, I love you Mom, Dad, Eddie and Hollie. Thank You!

"C'mon Guys, It's all ball bearings nowadays."
Timothy John Gosnear
Philadelphia, PA
Economics/BA
Sigma Rho Lamda
My membership to the country club has expired
Thanks Mom and Dad

Kimberly K. Graeff
Bernville, PA
HPER
Be strong and courageous. The Lord your God will be with you wherever you go.
Joshua 1:9

Michael Grawl
Philadelphia, PA
Economics/BA
Alpha Phi Epsilon
I have studied to live but I sure as hell haven't lived to study. Thanx Mom & Dad Luv Ya

Daniel M. Green
Springfield, PA
Chemistry
A little rebellion now and then is a good thing. T. Jefferson Thanks everyone

Bradford Jameson Greenwood
Pottstown, PA
English
Zeta Chi
Now everything must be translated into reality.
M. Gorbachev Thanks Mom and Dad
Caroline A. Greenwood
West Chester, PA
English
Kappa Delta Kappa
Man follows where his fortune lies—Love you Mom, Bill and Grandma.

Victoria Halliday
Doylestown, PA
Psychology

Stephen James Grim
Milford, NJ
English
Alpha Phi Omega
My way of joking is to tell the truth. GB Shaw
Thanks Mom and Dad for everything.

Christopher William Harbach
Trenton, NJ
English and Communication Arts
Alpha Phi Omega
Time carries on, I guess it always will. But deep inside my heart time stands still. A.Grant

Lauren Jennifer Grossman
Brooklyn, NY
Psychology
Kappa Delta Kappa
"The most lost day of all is the day which we do not laugh" I love you, Mom Dad Bill MG TG

Francis J. Hargadon III
Allentown, PA
Economics/BA
Zeta Chi
Stay and ride the wave, because it will always take you to the beach. Thank you Mom and Dad.
Patricia S. Harrop  
Pennington, NJ  
Economics/BA  
Kappa Delta Kappa  
Thanks Mom and Dad love you both P2 Crew and friends keep in touch!

Robert E.S. Hartzell Jr.  
Skippack, PA  
Economics/BA  
Some say that knowledge is something that you never have. -Kate Bush

Lora Lynne Hart  
Reading, PA  
English  
Kappa Kelta Kappa  
I have weathered the storm - Special thanks M&D. Parker - I hope somehow you know I did it.

Barbara Lynne Heacock  
Fountainville, PA  
Psychology  
Phi Alpha Psi  
To all my friends who have shared my laughter and tears XO I love you Mom and Dad.

Peter Henty  
York, PA

Tracey Lynn Hitchner  
Richwood, NJ  
Mathematics  
Phi Alpha Psi  
In my own very self, I am part of my family Apocalypse Thanks Mom, Dad, & Ron, I Love You
Jennifer L. Hoeberg  
Haddonfield, NJ  
Economics/BA  
Omega Chi  
Time is just a matter of attitude. Thanks Mom and Dad.

Rachel Hoffman  
Bethlehem, PA  
Economics/BA  
To live only for a future goal is shallow; sides of the mountain sustain life not the top.

Kerry Lynne Houpt  
Collegeville, PA  
Biology  
Phi Alpha Psi  
Believe in yourself and the rest will follow—Thanx Mom, Dad, Kel, & family 4 ur luv-n-support

Donna Marie Hoy  
Springfield, PA  
Biology  
Phi Alpha Psi  
With memories to look back on, yesterday is never gone. Thanks Mom and Dad.

Audrey Elizabeth Hopkins  
Pottstown, PA  
Biology  
Kappa Delta Kappa  
Give your best to the world, and the best will come back to you. Love you lots Mom & Dad!

Cynthia Collier Hoyt  
Lutherville, MD  
Applied Mathematics/Economics  
Tau Sigma Gamma  
If I couldn’t laugh I would just go insane—JB. Thanks family & friends for your love & support
Abigail Ruff Hughes
Salisbury, MD
Political Science
Tau Sigma Gamma
Sometimes you can get shown the light in the strangest of places if you look at it right

Harriet P. Hunter
Monroe, NY
Economics/BA
I am just a dreamer, but you are just a dream, and you could have been anyone to me. NY

Laurel Leah Hunter
Syracuse, NY
International Relations
He that's secure is not safe, B. Franklin. Thanks Mom and Dad!

Zaheer Husain
West Chester, PA
Economics/BA

Renee Incollingo
Langhorne, PA
Biology
Try not to think of it as work—the whole point is to enjoy yourself—Otter I Luv Mom&Dad!

I could have worked harder, but I wouldn’t have laughed as much. Thanks Mom and Dad!
Lisa Catherine Sarah Kates  
Philadelphia, PA  
Biology  
"If you can dream it you can achieve it" I love you Mom and Dad Thank you for your support

Phleane M. Kauffman  
Bethel, PA  
Biology  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
The past I cannot change but give me today & tomorrow & I will make them better Thanks Dad

John B. Kenann  
Chatham, NJ  
Applied Mathematics/Economics  
No one knows what it is that he can do till he tries, Thanks Mom&Dad, Denise & friends.

Jean Marie Kiss  
West Allenhurst, NJ  
English and Communication Arts  
Kappa Delta Kappa  
Karen: Soon I'll be wearing purple suede between my teeth. Love you dearly Kes, Mom & Dad

Kirsten C. Kempe  
Newark, DE  
Chemistry  
I sit by the window looking out, turning in time, jump up! I can land on my feet. Look out! PG

Anne Kisthardt  
Slatington, PA  
Biology  
Omega Chi
Kathleen Alayne Klee
Reading, PA
Physics
There are some days when spelling TUESDAY simply doesn't count. Love ya & thanks Mom & Dad

Brian Kohute
Philadelphia, PA
Economics/BA
Alpha Phi Epsilon
May the weak be punished unmercifully, the unskilled run off the field. Thanx Mom, Dogs, Ship

Mariket Klein
North Wales, PA
Economics/BA

Jill E. Kratz
Perkasie, PA
Economics/BA
We are never so happy nor so unhappy as we imagine. Thanks Mom and Dad.
JJF...ILY

Malisa Kristinus
Villanova, PA
Psychology
Melissa Ann Kuriger  
Chalfont, PA  
International Relations  
Kappa Delta Kappa  
Your only obligation in any lifetime is to be true to yourself. I Love You Mom & Dad!

Peter W. Kuschnitzky  
Glenn Mills, PA  
Ec/BA and German  
Sigma Rho Lamda  
1925-1987 Goodbye Dad! Grossartig jetzt bin ich einer fahrener man! Mom I Love You!

Steven W. Laudermilch  
Bloomsburg, PA  
Economics/BA  
Delta Pi Sigma  
Never before have life’s opportunities been so ready to be discovered. Thanks to my family.

Lynne Marie Lawson  
Dallastown, PA  
Physics  
The will to win is only as important as the incentive to prepare. Thanks Mom & Dad! I love you.

Christopher Lamplugh  
Philadelphia, PA  
Political Science  
Sigma Rho Lamda  
Thanks family and friends for your help, I’ll always love my Mom, she’s my babe. Flat Lives!

Helen LeClair  
Wayne, PA  
Economics/BA  
Kappa Delta Kappa  
In order to live free and happily, you must sacrifice boredom. I love you Mom and Dad.
Rose Lee
Blue Bell, PA
Biology

Robin Minehart Lentz
Ambler, PA
English
Tau Sigma Gamma
I don't want to be a fly! I want to be a worm! -
Charlotte Perkins Gilman.
Thanks Life.

Laura Letukas
Fairless Hills, PA
Philosophy and Religion

BethAnn Little
Philadelphia, P
Psychology
If you can dream it you can live it. Thanks Mom &
Dad for your love and help.

Mark L. Lesh
Newport, PA
Biology
Pi Omega Delta
Patience is bitter, but its fruit is sweet. Thanks
Mom and Dad.

David Lockhart
Philadelphia, PA
Spanish
Beta Sigma Lamda
Thanks Dad
Lori Ann LoMonaco  
Wrightstown, PA  
Computer Science/Mathematics  
To my family — I love you all! Thank you for all that you’ve done. Live life and be happy!

Kimberly A. Lopacinski  
Pennsauken, NJ  
Economics/BA  
Phi Alpha Psi  
Virtue is like a rich stone - best plain set. Thanks to my family & friends.  
ILY Michael!

John P. Love  
Sewell, NJ  
English  
Alpha Phi Epsilon  
The mills of the gods grind exceedingly slow, yet exceedingly fine. Thank you  
Mom and Dad

Elizabeth Lourie  
Norristown, PA  
German

Doreen Ann Malbaurn  
Brick, NJ  
Biology  
Life is a stage calling us to come dance. Thanks, I love you Mom, Cheryl, Russ and Daddy.
Robert Mannherz  
Langhorne, PA  
Political Science  
Dare to challenge fate!

Deborah Jeanne Marino  
Port Richey, FL  
Eco/BA and Spanish  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
To be what we are, and to become what we are capable of becoming is the only end of life.

Michael J. Masso  
Glassboro, NJ  
Psychology  
Zeta Chi  
The road of excess leads to the palace of wisdom  
Blake  
Thanks Mom and Dad

Ronald B. Matthew Jr.  
Jeffersonville, PA  
Economics/BA  
Alpha Phi Epsilon  
Luck is a residue of hard work. - "Tex" Flannery  
Thanks for everything M&D. I love you Tracey

Denise M. Marino  
Port Richey, FL  
Communication Arts and English  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
There are two ways of spreading light: to be the candle or the mirror that reflects it.

Fred McAlpin III  
Telford, PA  
Biology  
Zeta Chi  
Life is a jest; and all things show it. I thought so once; but now I know it.  
Luv2 Mom&Dad
Patrick S. McCurdy
Sewell, NJ
Economics/BA
Alpha Phi Epsilon
Grades will be forgotten, the good times won’t. Thank you Mom and Dad.

Suzanne McDermott
West Chester, PA
Economics/BA
Phi Alpha Psi
Thank you Mom & Dad for my life, friends, I’ll never forget the times we’ve shared. I Luv You.

Sean P. McKee
Eagleville, PA
Chemistry
The distance is nothing; it is only the first step that is difficult.

David Joseph McDevitt
Warminster, PA
HPER
Alpha Phi Omega
Know what you want to do & then go at it with everything you’ve got. Thanks Mom and Dad.

Patricia L. McMahon
Wayne, PA
Biology
Alpha Sigma Nu
Life is what you make of it. Go out, smile, & make the difference. Love to Dad, Mom & Gang.

Susan Michelle Meany
Point Pleasant, NJ
English
Give the world the best you have; the best will come back to you. Thanks M&D, G&P, and J.
Keith Miller
Lancaster, PA
Biology
Pi Omega Delta
If you don’t face the day with a smile, you might as well be bitter. Thanks Mom.

William D. Montgomery Jr.
Glenolden, PA
Economics/BA
Alpha Phi Epsilon
Sometimes life can be so grand—JCM Thanks Mom and Dad. I love you! Alright UC—Late!

Roberto Molnar
Buckingham, PA
Physics and Mathematics
Alpha Chi Sigma
Never put off until tomorrow what you can put off until the day after tomorrow.

David Scott Moran
Hellertown, PA
Spanish
Pi Omega Delta
“I am slow of study” Shakespeare Thank you Mom Dad and Nana I Love You

Jennifer Elizabeth Morgan
Orwigsburg, PA
Psychology
Omega Chi
Just because you don’t see shooting stars doesn’t mean it isn’t perfect Carly Simon.
Daniel Moroney  
Bethlehem, PA  
Economics/BA  
Thanks Mom and Dad.

Andrew W. Morris  
Wynnewood, PA  
Economics/BA  
Beta Sigma Lambda  
Consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds. -Emerson

Melanie M. Morrow  
Wormleysburg, PA  
Communication Arts  
Kappa Delta Kappa  
Faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen. Thnx M&D, BC ILY

Christopher F. Mulvaney  
Yardley, PA  
Economics/BA  
Sigma Rho Lambda  
There is only one success - to be able too spend your life in your own way.

Jennifer Diane Murphy  
Newtown, PA  
Economics/BA  
You gave me strength to succeed-I luv you and thank you for it-Daddy-Mommy-Leen-Bob-Tommy
Gillian Martin Murray  
Plainfield, NJ  
International Relations  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
To have what we want is riches, but to be able to do without is power -G. McDonald

Diane Marie O'Toole  
Haddon Heights, NJ  
Economics/BA  
Phi Alpha Psi  
I've had the time of my life and I owe it all to you. Thanks Mom & Dad. I Love You!

Patrick James O'Connor  
Philadelphia, PA  
Political Science  
Alpha Phi Epsilon  
An honest man's pillow is his peace of mind JCM  
Thanks Mom Dad Family & Friends

Adrienne Marie Otis  
Coldwater, MI  
Ec/BA and Communication Arts  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
Don't believe what your eyes tell you. All they show is limitation. Thanx M&D I Luv You SBNR

Joseph F. O'Toole, III  
Newport, PA  
Psychology  
Sigma Rho Lamda  
I'm going to Disneyland-D.Williams Thanks Dad Mom and MSC Whatever happened to 624

Jennifer L. Otte  
Swarthmore, PA  
French  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
“My sole intention was learning to fly...” Love to my friends and family.
Edward Thomas Pantle  
Bordentown, NJ  
Psychology and Political Science  
Zeta Chi  
The key to survival is knowing when not to participate! -NF Thanks Mom and Dad!

William L. Pepper  
Warminster, PA  
Political Science  
Use this knowledge to improve our condition. It can be done. Thanks Mom and Dad. Love U Sue

Mark A. Petta  
Havertown, PA  
Economics/BA  
Delta Pi Sigma  
He who dies with the most toys wins! Thanks Mom and Dad. The Lost Boys 404.

Wendy Marie Pfeiffer  
Trooper, PA  
German  
Omega Chi  
I set my star so high that I will always be moving toward it. Thanks Mom, Dad, Jim. I Luv You!

Timothy John Percarpio  
Dillsburg, PA  
Economics/BA  
Zeta Chi  
You can lead a youth to college but you can't make him think.

Timothy M. Pirog  
Berwyn, PA  
Psychology  
Sigma Rho Lamda  
He alone has lost the art to live who cannot win new friends. Thanks to Brodbeck 3, SM&D.
Madeline Monica Pitts  
Springfield, PA  
Biology  
Tau Sigma Gamma  

What you dare to dream of, Dare to do. Thanks Mom and friends for keeping a smile on my face.

Dennis K. Plasha Jr.  
Vincentown, NJ  
Economics/BA  
Zeta Chi  

Chance favors the prepared mind. Thank you for the chance Mom and Dad.

Sandra Porter  
Sanatoga, PA  
Biology

Amie Lynne Powell  
Newtown, PA  
Economics/BA  

Dreams can become reality. Thanks for everything Mom, Dad & Wendy . . . I love you very much!

Theresa A. Prato  
Massapequa Pk, NY  
Chemistry  

A good friend can make all the difference in your life - thanks Deb - Oh happy day ILU Mom & Dad
Jennifer J. Prince  
Toms River, NJ  
Psychology  
Kappa Delta Kappa
Never let go of your dreams. I love you Dad, Mom and Doug. Thanks for believing in me.

Thomas Prisco  
Staten Island, NY  
Political Science

Dennis J. Quinn Jr.  
Sea Isle City, NJ  
HPER  
Alpha Phi Omega
Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers. -Tennyson. Thanks, Mom, Dad and Mag.

Rachel Rambo  
Devon, PA  
Economics/BA

John J. Ramkawsky  
Bayville, NJ  
Mathematics/Comp. Science
An honest man's pillow is his peace of mind. -John Mellencamp
You live only once, but if you work it right, once is enough. Thanks Joe, Mom, Dad & Sig Nu.

---

There better be room at the top. Thanks for your support Mom and Dad, I Love You.
Andrew M. Rogers  
East Lansdowne, PA  
Applied Math/Economics  
Zeta Chi  
I never tried to be different, it just happened.  
Home is where they understand you most.

Kevin Joseph Ross  
Medford Lakes, NJ  
Economics/BA  
Alpha Phi Epsilon  
I strolled across the fallout zone, and came out with my soul untouched BFS Thanks Mom & Dad

Maria Elena Romagosa  
Langhorne, PA  
Chemistry  
Kappa Delta Kappa  
"You may say I’m a dreamer, but I’m not the only one." Thanks to my family, I love you!

Noelle Ann Rotondo  
Bridgeport, PA  
Biology  
Omega Chi  
Tomorrow life is to late: live today. Martial

Betsy Karen Rosen  
Newtown Square, PA  
Psychology  
It’s only w/ the heart that one can see rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye.

Donald Henry Ruth II  
Beaver, PA  
Chemistry  
Alpha Phi Omega  
There’s no meaning in life except the meaning man gives to the unfolding of his powers TMD.
Odessa Yvonne Rutledge
Philadelphia, PA
Political Science
Phi Alpha Psi
Learn as if you were to live forever; Live as if you were to die tomorrow.
Thanks M&D. Luv you!

Mary Veronica Sabol
Cheltenham, PA
Psychology
Alpha Chi Sigma
Our times together can never be repeated; cherish them always. T.Y. Mom Dad CJ and friends

Stephen A. Sacco
Linwood, NJ
Political Science
Alpha Phi Epsilon
Life is like a dog sled, if you are not the leader the view never changes. Thanx Ma & Dad UR#1.

Kimberly Christine Santerian
Huntingdon Valley, PA
Communication Arts
Tau Sigma Gamma
Thanks Mom & Dad. I love you!

Nanci Sarcinello
Broomall, PA
International Relations
Tau Sigma Gamma
So dawn goes down to day Nothing gold can stay.
Thanx for the golden times, friends M&D!
Brian Scarborough
Wilmington, DE
English

Victoria Scharuda
Vineland, NJ
History
Omega Chi
There's no sensation to compare with this ... Thanks for everything Mom and Dad.

Kathleen Marie Scullion
Ivyland, PA
French
Adieu kind friends, adieu, I can no longer stay with you, may the world go well with thee.

Paul Schwarz
Monroe, CT
Economics/BA

Steven C. Seetoo
Delran, NJ
Economics/BA
Alpha Phi Omega
Debra Lynn Seiler  
Pottstown, PA  
Economics/BA  
There is only one success— to be able to spend your life in your own way. –C. Morley

Timothy Seislove  
Royersford, PA  
HPER

Gitti A. Shahmirzadi  
Broomall, PA  
German/I.R.  
Thank you Mom and Dad for all your love and support & for always believing in me. I love you.

Philip J. Seluchins  
Toms River, NJ  
Psychology  
Alpha Phi Omega  
A merry heart maketh a cheerful countenance  
Proverbs Thanks Mom Dad & All for your support

Michael Sel  
Willow Grove, PA  
History

Tracy Laureen Sharrer  
Coopersburg, PA  
Economics/BA  
Tau Sigma Gamma  
Tomorrow isn’t promised to us… So let us take today and make the most of it.
Kimberly Sheets
Gilbertsville, PA
Chemistry
Alpha Sigma Nu
Life is a succession of lessons which must be lived to be understood -RWE. Thanks Mom & Dad

Coleen Sidler
Downingtown, PA
Communication Arts

Thomas P. Shivers
Folsom, PA
Economics/BA
Delta Pi Sigma
Success is the result of hard work and ambition. Thanks Mom and Gram. We did it. I Love You.

Heather Lynn Simons
Springfield, PA
Psychology
Tau Sigma Gamma
God gave us memories so that we might have roses in December-JB. Thanks Mom & Dad. I Love You.

Lori Shoemaker
Pottstown, PA
Psychology

Joseph M. Sindoni
Berlin, NJ
Physics
Security, to me, is knowing the apple doesn’t fall far from the tree. Thanks Mom and Dad.
Leanne Sine  
Pennington, NJ  
Psychology  
The years teach much which the days never know.  
Emerson.

Patricia Slanga  
Spring City, PA  
Biology

Jerald Singer  
Kennett Square, PA  
Political Science

Sonia J. Singh  
Blue Bell, PA  
Economics/BA  
Omega Chi  
There’s no sensation to compare with this ...  
Thanks M&D for everything. Thanx G for you love.

Margaret Mary Sleeper  
Moorestown, NJ  
Biology and English  
Kappa Delta Kappa  
Some travel through life without ever seeing the rainbows.

Charles P. Smith  
Hatfield, PA  
Communication Arts  
Alpha Phi Epsilon  
"I can’t say that I’m sorry for things that we done".  
Bruce. Thanks- Dad, Mom, Gran, Lynne & Jaime
The race is not always to the swift but to those who keep running.

But as for me and my house, we will serve the Lord. Joshua 24:15

He must increase, but I must decrease—John 3:30.
In order to succeed all we need is a chance. Thanx Mom and Dad for that chance.

C. Joy Stefanowicz
Huntingdon Valley, PA
Psychology
I can't stay very long, but isn't a little of me better than no me at all? TX M&D MISU JUL

Kerry Ann Stencler
Warminster, PA
Biology
This is the time to remember-B. Joel. For love & support thanks Mom, Dad, Scott, Phil, & TFT

Angela L. Stofflet
Barto, PA
Chemistry
It is not rebellion itself which is noble but the demands it makes upon us.

Sharon Steigerwalt
Pottstown, PA
Political Science

Heather T. Strawbridge
Philadelphia, PA
Communication Arts
Life is like a cloudy day. You have to see through the clouds to experience the light!
Kristin J. Stuempfle
Gettysburg, PA
HPER
You can take all the joy out of life by always wanting something to be better — Chris Cooper

Anthony T. Targne
King of Prussia, PA
Political Science
Take life as it happens but make it happen the way you want to take it. Thanx Mom — I love U

Jill Kristine Theurer
Riverside, NJ
Economics/BA
Tau Sigma Gamma
There is no always but there is now, so cherish now and live for now. Thanks Mom-Dad-Barb.

Suzanne Thomas
Norristown, PA
HPER
Tau Sigma Gamma
Today well lived makes, yesterday a dream of happiness and tomorrow a vision of hope — THXMD

Karen Taylor
Audubon, PA
HPER

Gerard H. Thorn
Brick, NJ
Economics/BA
Alpha Phi Omega
Be nice to people on your way up because you’ll need them on your way down. — Wilson Mizner
Laurie Ann Tinkham  
Newington, CT  
Political Science  
Learn "to dry one's eyes and laugh at a fall, and, buffed, get up and begin again." Browning

Mark Robert Vandergast  
Newtown Square, PA  
Economics/BA  
Beta Sigma Lambda  
Keep your integrity and you will enjoy the attainment of your goals. Thanks Mom and Dad.

Wallace Otto Tittlemayer Jr.  
Philadelphia, PA  
Economics/BA  
Sigma Rho Lambda  
Thanks Mom Dad Joyce and David Friends like rare jewels should always be treasured

Kristin Dene Volk  
Coopersburg, PA  
HPER  
Phi Alpha Psi  
Thanks - Rents I LUP YA!

Timothy Trautmann  
Audubon, PA  
Economics/BA  
Alpha Phi Epsilon  
Faith and determination are the roots to success.

Dianna von Briesen  
Baltimore, MD  
HPER  
Thanks, Mom & Dad & CLC, AND KB, CT, MS, SCR, ML, SJ, TP, MS, RA, SR, MEL, MEL. Don't worry, be happy now!
Robert S. Walder  
Bordentown, NJ  
History  
Sigma Rho Lambda  
We are the future. God help us! Thanks Mom. You're my idol.

Michael Walton  
Vincentown, NJ  
Political Science

Stephanie Walker  
Mt. Holly, NJ  
English  
To dream of the person you would like to be is to waste the person you are. Thanks, Mom, Fran, Yves

Patricia Ann Walker  
Tuckertown, NJ  
English  
Tau Sigma Gamma  
Every ending brings about a new beginning. Thanks Mom, Dad, Colleen, Dan, Michelle and Fuzz

Christina C-M Wee  
Bear, DE  
Chemistry  
Man is nothing else but what he purposes; he exists only in so far as he realizes himself.

Bruce Wenner  
Schwenksville, PA  
Political Science
Barbara Baker Wenny  
Wilmington, DE  
HPER  
Tau Sigma Gamma  
Tomorrow may rain, so I’ll follow the sun-Beatles  
Thanks everyone, I’ve loved these days!

Jennifer S. Wertz  
Elliotsburg, PA  
Psychology  
Alpha Sigma Nu  
Music expresses that which cannot be put into words and cannot remain silent.

Christine Lee White  
Bethlehem, PA  
International Relations  
Phi Alpha Psi  
Thank you Mom and Dad for all the blessings you have given me.

Rebecca Sue Whiskeyman  
Reading, PA  
Psychology  
Kappa Delta Kappa  
Do not follow where the path may lead. Go instead where there is no path and leave a trail

William Wilfong  
Norristown, PA  
International Relations
Joseph John Wilk  
Barrington, NJ  
Communication Arts  
With each end is a new beginning Thanks Mom & Dad for making it all possible. Love you DMAJ

David L. Williams  
Green Lane, PA  
Biology  
But still try for who knows what is possible- Faraday- Hold fast to your dreams.

John Wood  
Gilbertsville, PA  
HPER

Tiffany L. Wood  
Miami, FLA  
Political Science  
Omega Chi

Keilly Witman  
Orwigsburg, PA  
English

James Barry Wright  
Eliot, ME  
Political Science  
Alpha Phi Epsilon  
It's a town full of losers, I'm pulling out of here to win- BS Thanks Mom and Dad.
Eric D. Yohe  
Northfield, NJ  
Economics/BA  
Alpha Phi Epsilon  

All that I am and all that I ever hope to be, I owe to my mother. You can’t know how dear you are to me.

Elizabeth Young  
Havertown, PA  
English  
Tau Sigma Gamma

Joseph Zirpolo  
Huntington, NY  
Economics/BA  
Sigma Rho Lambda  

We must challenge our inner most fears for if we can't overcome them we will never succeed.
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David Arena  
Vishal Bahal  
Cheryl Boehner  
Scott Bouder  
Linda Brosz  
Robert Browne  
Leonard Chylack  
David Clarke  
Brian Evans  
Tracy Faryniak  
M. Catherine Fisher  

Christopher Fondots  
Christopher Franklin  
Emile Guida  
Kenneth Hemphill  
Charles Howe  
Susan Lampman  
Vincent Lancenese  
John Lang  
Patricia Lawless  
Pamela Masciotti  
John Moran

Nils Neuhauer  
David Patrick  
Emmanuel Romanko  
Dawn Schenck  
Kevin Schmid  
Julie Sener  
Eric Soeder  
Thang Tran  
Scott Trichon  
Laura Walton  
Robert Yeager